PAYMENTS

Revolution in cross-border
payments promises big
benefits for the FX industry
SWIFT gpi has delivered fast, traceable and more transparent cross-border payments for
transaction banking. The FX industry can now realise the same benefits for institutional FX
trades that settle outside of CLS.
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“SWIFT gpi for financial institutions transfers will help banks
to better manage the settlement risk for payments not
settling via a PVP process.”

Sam Romilly, Business Development,
FX Market Manager, SWIFT

LINKING TRADES AND
PAYMENTS TO BOOST
EFFICIENCY AND COMPLIANCE
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BETTER LIQUIDITY AND RISK
MANAGEMENT FOR FX
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Catherine Banneaux, GPI Product
Management, SWIFT

“This service will give visibility on the finality of a payment
as well visibility on incoming transactions for both the
beneficiary institution and their account servicer agents.”
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via a GUI or an API, using either, or

their account has been credited. As
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push confirmation of credit will enable
The new gpi service should significantly improve the relationship between parties to a FX trade

more precise liquidity forecasting.
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